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StacKit® Stacks Up As Alternative to Custom Stack Mold Designs

Progressive’s StacKit® is a system for efficiently designing, building, and maintaining stack molds.

The standard components address center section positioning and support as well as ejection actuation, taking the mystery out of the quoting or design process. Special features include:

- Center Support – Standard center section support layouts allow for fast manufacturing for specific applications.
- Rack Spacers are used for positioning the movable halves and securing the gear racks
- Center Positioning – the gear housing assembly maintains the position of the center section and protects gears and bearings from the molding elements
- Ejection Actuation – standard cylinders for actuating ejector plates, with standard couplings to eliminate any threading into plates

Competitively priced in today’s market versus custom manufacturing, StacKit and standard StacKit Racks, Rack Spacers and Ejection Actuation Cylinders and Couplings are available off-the-shelf. In addition, five styles of Center Support bracket templates are available, all of which utilize standard replacement wear pads. Provided with your mold geometry and the selected style of support bracket, Progressive can quote price and delivery.

There are many approaches to positioning stack mold center sections, but if you are new to this tooling type or looking for a new solution, Progressive’s Technical Team is available to review your design and provide consultation. Call 800-269-6653, or e-mail Tech@procomps.com.

About Progressive Components

Progressive Components, headquartered near Chicago, Illinois, develops and distributes components for the production tooling industry. Off-the-shelf standards designed to speed mold building and reduce costs and downtime are provided throughout a network of locations including regional hubs in England and Singapore. In addition to direct locations, channel partner representation ranges from India to South Africa, from Italy to Taiwan, and all points in between. Visit www.procomps.com for more information.